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Attila's capital. The pattern was used for later verse-novels, and
must have adopted a form in which the hero's name was given as
Gaiffier. This stage of the tradition is represented by the Castilian
'Carolingian3 ballads of Gaiferos, 'who quite forgot his lady free',
and the escape of Moriana or Julianesa from a Moorish palace. A
more anonymous form is the Provencal Escriveta, which extended
into northern France and Italy (// Moro saracino}.
France has supplied to balladry a great deal more than individual
themes. The 'belle maumariee' and 'bergere', the 'aubade' and the
songs of artisans and soldiers, are French patterns which have been
used elsewhere to cover more or less original extemporizations; and
the influence of French 'chansons de geste' extends from Portugal
to Sweden. The narrative which Thackeray has popularized as
Little Billee seems to spring from the seafaring population of
Brittany and Normandy. There is a Breton ballad, The Sailors,
on this theme. Extending to the south-west, it becomes the Cabin-
boy of Provence and Catalonia (Lou Moussi, El Grumete, also La
Tortolita), and then the Nau Catarineta of Portugal. The name is
that of a famous vessel which served, among other things, to carry
Princess Beatrice to Savoy in 1519. To the north-east the ballad
spread among maritime folk to become the Seafarers of Denmark,
Sir Peter's Voyage in Sweden, and the Merchant's Tale in Iceland.
The theme is one to attract attention among seamen and travellers,
and is in fact confined to the seaboard of western Europe. There
is no such limitation on another theme which I think should be
assigned to France, namely, The Warrior Maiden. This maiden
has been known in China also, where it is said that a certain Mu-lan
performed her father's military duties as an example of filial piety.
Whether that has any connexion with the European ballad, it is not
needful to inquire in a book restricted to European balladry. In
Europe the story has a definite nucleus which persists in all its
varieties, and there is in most of them a tendency to stress the
aspect of sex, which is characteristically French. The point is not
merely that a girl should be a distinguished soldier, but that her
unmasculine beauty should arouse some youth to set her traps
which she skilfully evades. I should like also to think that the
situation owes something to the exploits of Joan of Arc; there
seems no reason to consider the ballad older than the fifteenth
century. If it did not arise in France, the lines of migration suggest
northern Italy as its home. The Portuguese Dom Martinhos,

